
 

Table 2 Image analysis approaches tested. 

Technique Outcome 

Geometric pattern matching No discreet patterns in mixed stand images 

Color separation 
Relationships break down with multiple cameras and 

variable field conditions 

Blob detection 
Each piece (leaf) must be a separate entity to work 

effectively 

Tile method with fast Fourier transform  

(Polder et al., 2007) 

Expressed frequencies visually differ for alfalfa and 

grass 

+ Naïve Bayes classifier artificial intelligence 

(McRoberts et al., 2012a) 

Poor correlation between predicted and actual values 

+ Fourier frequencies 
Aggregated frequencies performed better than Naïve 

AI; collinearity problems with multivariate models 

+ Support vector machine (Chang & Lin, 2011) 
Promising for timothy (McRoberts et al. 2012b), but 

ineffective with multiple grass species and cameras 

Local binary pattern (Jones et al., 2001) on 

entire images 

Poor correlation between predicted and actual values. 

Tile method with local binary pattern 
Strong bivariate correlation with actual grass fraction; 

key covariate in a multivariate prediction model 

 

 

Our current approach, the tile extraction method (Polder et al., 2007) with local binary pattern (LBP) 

(Figure 3) (Ojala et al., 2002), was identified in May 2013 and has been tested on 2011 and 2012 samples. 

The use of this method consisted of the following steps:  

 

(1) 64 x 64 pixel chunks (tiles) were cropped from original images.  

(2) Tiles in a subset of timothy-alfalfa images (n=94) from 2011 were classified as predominately grass 

{1}, alfalfa {0}, or unclassifiable. This step was quite time consuming because each original image 

contained between 300 to 600 tiles. Simple software was constructed and used to prevent user error in 

development of the tile classification database. This step was initially completed for testing the tile 

method with fast Fourier transform (Table 2) on timothy-alfalfa mixes, which is why only one grass 

species mix has been classified. 

(3) LBP was determined for each classified tile (Figure 3) using SciPy Tools open source package (Jones 

et al., 2001).  

(4) 2,000 classified tiles (50% grass, 50% alfalfa) were randomly selected for use as a baseline in each 

LBP run.  

(5) The LBP for each tile in each testing image (300 to 600 tiles per image) was determined and 

compared to LBPs for all 2,000 randomly selected, classified baseline tiles. The lower cumulative LBP 

difference between each test tile and alfalfa baseline tiles and each test tile and grass baseline tiles 

determined the tile’s binary prediction (alfalfa or grass).  

(6) Total LBP-predicted grass tiles/total tiles in each image determined its LBP-generated stand 

composition estimate. Multiple LBP runs with different baseline samples have been completed to date 

and tested on 2011 and 2012 samples. LBP estimates from a single run were used in statistical model 

development and evaluation (Section 5, Results and Discussion/Milestones). 

 




